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We show that, contrary to the traditional assumption, the Majorana matrices 
define an algebra that is distinct from the algebra of the Dirac matrices. Further- 
more, both algebras re in turn distinct from the Clifford algebra in Minkowski 
spacetime. This result is discussed within the context of field escriptions i  
four-dimensional sp cetime. It is pointed out why these three algebras re almost 
impossible to distinguish in the representation space of 4 X 4 matrices. 
In 1937, Ettore Majorana [l] gave a 4 X 4 real matrix representation of 
an algebra which he identified with the algebra of the Dirac matrices [2,3]. 
In fact, Majorana’s matrices defined an entirely new algebra in the mathe- 
matical sense. Inthis paper, we show the relationship between the algebras 
of the Dirac and Majorana matrices and the Clifford algebra inMinkowski 
spacetime, which are three distinct algebras. 
These algebras ll arise in the problem of factoring the Klein-Gordon 
and wave operators. The problem can be formulated asfollows: Inthe 
Minkowski space with metric g”’ = 0, p * v, g“!-‘ = (- 1, - 1, - 1, + 1) (or 
in any flat Riemannian space), we want to factor the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator 0 = a,ap = apaYg pr This is done by constructing theClifford .
algebra in that space, defined by the differential formbasis and an associa- 
tive product V as follows [4,5]: 
( 
dx’ v dx’ = dx’ A dx’, cd * v, 
dx” v dx” = g’“, no sum. (1) 
The generalized Dirac operator D [6,7] was constructed in [8] by consid- 
ering the Leibnitz chain rule on a field (Y which has as variables the 
coordinates of that space. We recall the following definition: 
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It is possible tointerpret the operators D = Pdx” and B = a,, A+ as 
vector operators inthe Clifford algebra [8]. It follows from the product (1) 
that he square of either D or B gives the operator 0:
DVD=O, (34 
1)vb=o. (3b) 
It is clear that we could just as well have factored anarbitrary quadratic 
form to obtain the Clifford algebra, nd didn’t need to consider derivative 
components; the above reflects thehistorical procedure inreverse order [2]. 
Once the Clifford algebra is constructed outof the basis differential forms 
and the product V, it can be studied from a purely algebraic viewpoint (i.e., 
by disregarding thegeometrical structure). In a series of works, we con- 
structed all the Clifford algebras, and classified them according to(i) the 
Riemannian space which generates them, and (ii) the underlying finite 
group structure [4,5]. The Riemannian spaces can be labelled according to
the metric g p”. In general, 
g”‘=O,~~vY;g~~=(+1,+1,...) -l,-l;~*)=g(p,q), (4) 
where g”p has p plus igns, q minus signs, and p + q = n, the dimension of 
the space. (The order of signs is immaterial.) 
Since Clifford algebras re associative, th ypossess matrix representa- 
tions. The Dirac and Majorana lgebras have in fact been known only 
through their matrix representations, and not through the underlying group 
structure. The usual matrix representations are listed in Table I, in a 
notation that is explained later. (There are an infinite number of possible 
matrix representations, all related bya similarity transformation to the ones 
given here [9].) The representations of Table Iare given in terms of the usual 
Pauli matrices 7,, TV, TV, the 2 x 2 unit matrix 1, and the real matrix 9 = ir,. 
The way to identify any matrix algebra with a Clifford algebra corre- 
sponding to a Riemannian space is to compute the finite group associated 
with the algebra. The procedure involves calculating allpossible combina- 
tions of the generators to obtain all the elements of the algebra, nd then 
determining its group order. This process is made practicable y the 
differential formconstruction. In particular, it iseasy to identify all ele- 
ments of the Clifford algebra infour dimensions; these are precisely the 16 
objects: 
(1, dx’, dx’ A dx’, dx’ A dx’ A dx’, a4 = dx’ A dx’ A dx3 A dx4), 
p * v f A; p, v, A = 1,2,3,4, (5) 
along with their negatives. This makes a total of 16 + 16 = 32 elements in
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the group. Then, use the product V to compute the order of each element as 
the power it has to be raised to obtain + 1. For example, in the Minkowski 
space with metric g( 1,3) = ( - 1, - 1, - 1, + l), dx2 is of order 4 since, 
(dx2)2 = dx2 v h2 z g22 = - 1 
* (dx2)4 = +l. (6) 
The way to compute the order of higher-rank forms is to use definition 
(l), i.e., 
(dx’ A dx2)2 = (dx’ A dx2) v (dx’ A dx2) = dx’ v dx2 v dx’ v dx2 
= -dx’ v dx’ v dx2 v dx2 = - 1. (7) 
Hence dx’ A dx2 is also f order 4. Proceeding inthis manner, we com- 
puted the orders of groups corresponding to the Clifford algebras infour 
dimensions [4]. The results are recalled here for each Riemannian space with 
metric g( p, q), in Table II (a elements oforder one, bof order two, and c of 
order four). 
We see by inspection that we have only two distinct algebras infour 
dimensions, and, moreover, that he algebra corresponding to the Minkowski 
metric g(l,3) is distinct from that corresponding to the opposite metric 
g(3,l). The above construction p ints out this distinction f rthe first time, 
since these two algebras have traditionally beenassumed equivalent. We can 
now identify these algebras with the known matrix algebras. From Table I, 
we identify the dx” with the generating matrices y”in each case, and then 
construct the matrices corresponding to the 16 basis forms (5) (the product 
v between the forms corresponds tothe matrix product between the 
matrices, since we have a representation). 
Since the Dirac algebra involves complex matrices, the product does not 
close with the 16 basis forms, but actually generates 32 matrices (16 
TABLE II 
Group Order of Clifford Algebras A sociated with 
Riemannian Spaces of Four Dimensions 
Metric of Group order 
Riematmian space (a, b, c) = l”2’4’ 
g(4,O) (1,11,20) 
gal) (1,19,12) 
A29 2) (1,19,12) 
g(193) (1,11,20) 
m 4) (1,11,20) 
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matrices plus i times those matrices). These, together with their negatives, 
define afinite group of order 64. The above results can be summarized by 
computing the group orders: 
Majorana matrices: order = (1,19,12), @a) 
Dirac matrices: order = ( 1,3 1,32). @b) 
The order of the Dirac algebra is the same whether computed from the 
standard or the Kramers representation, as isexpected. What is perhaps 
surprising s the following: 
(i) The algebra of Dirac matrices i distinct from the algebra of the 
Majorana matrices. 
(ii) There exists a third istinct algebra with order (1, l&20), which 
corresponds tothe Clifford algebra in Minkowski spacetime with metric 
g(L 3). 
This establishes ourstated result. Inorder to analyze the relationship 
between these three algebras, we recall the notation and the algebraic 
construction first given in [5]. Denote the quatemion algebra H, and the 
algebra of the dihedral group of order 8, D4 as N, [5, lo]. We have shown 
that he algebra N, is related tothe elementary eal two-component spinors 
[5, lo]. Consider Kroenecker (direct) products of H and N,. We can con- 
struct all Clifford algebras inthis manner [5]; in particular, thealgebras 
under discussion happen to be given by: 
N3 = N, Q N, ++ order (1,19,12), 
N4 = H 6%~ N, * order (1,11,20), 




Here C is the complex number field. The identification of matrix algebras 
with Clifford algebras i obtained by comparing the corresponding group 
orders in Table II and equations (8) and (9). The algebras corresponding to 
the matrix algebras re therefore: 
N3 = algebra ofMajorana matrices, 
N4 = Clifford algebra inMinkowski spacetime, 
S, = algebra ofDirac matrices. (10) 
The above result (9,lO) clarifies what we have been discussing, as well as 
providing a reason as to why this distinction wasnever noticed previously. 
Since field theory usually involves complex quantities, dealing with complex 
fields inthe Minkowski space g( 1,3) and hence in the algebra N4, one is 
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effectively forced into the algebra N4 Q C = S,, i.e., the Dirac algebra. 
There is no well-known instance where a field description hasbeen given 
directly in N4, using real components. 
On the other hand, even though there have been numerous Real field 
formulations directly inthe Majorana lgebra NJ, it was never explicitly 
pointed out that he Riemamrian space associated with this algebra is not 
the Minkowski space. An important consequence ofthis distinction s that 
the corresponding Liealgebras re also distinct. In [5] we showed that every 
Clifford algebra contains a Lie algebra which can be realized by a commuta- 
tor V product [a, /3] = (Y V /3 - p V (r. For the present purposes, werecall 
the maximal orthogonal Lie algebras corresponding to the Clifford algebras 
N3 and N4: 
[N,, 41 = So(3,3), W) 
IN,, &I = S@lJ). (lib) 
These two conformal algebras re not isomorphic, and so underline the 
above point. 
Considered as a Clifford algebra over the Real numbers, the Dirac 
algebra S, corresponds to aRiemanman space of dimension fiue, and metric 
g(4, l), g(2,3) or g(O,5) [4,5]. Since this clearly isin contradiction with 
Dirac’s original intention of factoring the wave operator infour dimensions, 
we discuss this point further interms of the actual matrix representations. 
In the determination of the representation space of the algebras of 
interest [ 1 l] one obtains n x n matrices over a field F, denoted F(n). Here, 
F can be either R (Reals), C (complex), or H (Quaternions). U ing algebraic 
methods, one obtains the correspondence [5]: 
N3 = R(4), (124 
N4 = H(2), (12b) 
s, = C(4). W) 
Algebras NJ and S, correspond totheir well-known matrix representations: 
4 x 4 Real and complex matrices, respectively. The matrix representations 
of N4, being 2 x 2 quatemion-valued matrices, are not as well known. 
For practical purposes, 2 X 2 quatemion matrices can be embedded in 
4 X 4 complex space using the well-known realization of the quaternions in 
terms of the Pauli matrices. However, this tep effectively hides the distinc- 
tion between the algebras N4and S,, since S, has 4 x 4 complex representa- 
tions. This is the reason why in the course of physical field description via
4 x 4 matrices the three algebras under discussion have never been dis- 
tinguished. 
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For completeness, we give two equivalent representations of N4in terms 
of 2 x 2 quaternion matrices (Table III) (see also [12,13]). Theembedding 
of H(2) c C(4) can be accomplished by using the identification ek t) - i7, 
( 7k being the Pauli matrices), and1 @ 1 (2 X 2 identity matrix). Aspointed 
out above, this destroys the distinction between N4 and S,, and can be 
related tothe well-known realization of S, in terms of the “(Y” and “/3 ”
matrices (p= y4, (Y~ = y4yi) [2,3]. Infollowing this procedure, representa- 
tion (a) gives rise to the matrices a sociated with the Dirac representation of 
S, (Table I), and representation (b) to the matrices associated with the 
Kramers representation. 
As an additional point, we wish to give the reason why we have included 
the element w3 explicitly in Tables I and III. That is because the three 
elements dx4, 03, and w4 form a closed subgroup that turns out to be 
important in field escriptions. I  current practice, the labeling ofthe 
element o4 is either y5or iy5, yet o3 t) y’y2y3 is never labelled separately. 
This is unfortunate, since it makes the algebraic structure much clearer. The
algebraic properties of the algebra N4 have been discussed ingreat detail 
in [ 141. Because there is a close analogy with the Majorana lgebra N3, the 
discussion n [14] translates o the case of N3 without much difficulty. 
Now we can discuss the five-dimensional character ofthe Dirac algebra 
S,. In its geometrical onstruction n terms of differential forms we must 
include the fifth dimension x5. Therefore, the form basis (5) must be 
supplemented bythe additional 16 forms, 
{dx5, dx” A dx5, dx” A dx’ A dx5, dx” A dx’ A dx” A dx5, 
a5 = dx’ A dx2 A dx3 A dx4 A dx5}, (13) 
p,v,x= l)...) 4;/k*v*X. 
If the metric is chosen such that dx5 V dx5 = gs5 = + 1, then the algebra 
definedbytheforms(5)and(13)inthemetricg””= (-1, -1,-1, +l, +l) 
TABLE III 
Quatemion Matrix Representations of the Clifford Algebra 
in Minkowski Spacetime 
dxk, k = 1,2,3 dx4 
Representation (a) 
(-(I, 7) (A -3 (‘: A) (Y -A) 
Representation (b) 
(-2 :) (Y 3 (:, 3 C-Y 3 
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is isomorphic tothe algebra of the Dirac matrices [4,5]. (If gs5 is instead 
chosen to be - 1, we obtain the unfamiliar lgebra P, [5]). From the V 
product rules (1) we can show that w5 commutes with all the 32 basis forms, 
and w5 V w5 = - 1. The celebrated lemma of Schur (originally given for 
Clifford algebras, and only later specialized to Lie algebras), fixes the 
representation of a element with these algebraic properties as ome multi- 
ple of the unit matrix. Hence w5 can only be represented in C(4) as 
@5 = ii 0 
( 1 0 id * 
Using the identity w5= w4 V dx5 * dx5 = -w4 V w5, we obtain the ma- 
trix representation of dx5 in the two cases of Table I. 
(Kramers) dx5 - (: -y). (15) 
These of course correspond toy5 or iy5, depending on the convention. 
What we have been able to do for the first time is to distinguish the
geometrical properties of S, from the purely algebraic properties, andto 
underline the fact hat S, is indeed five-dimensional. As tothe physical 
interpretation of the fifth dimension x5, it appears that it corresponds 
precisely to the spin degree of freedom. 
We believe that his discussion has helped to clear up a point hat has 
long been obscure, even though it concerns the everyday tools of field 
theory. 
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